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Manchester City Council
Report for Resolution

Report to: Standards Committee – 16 March 2017

Subject: Revision of Member Code of Conduct Arrangements

Report of: City Solicitor

Purpose of the Report

To ask the Standards Committee to approve the proposed revisions to the
Arrangements for dealing with Member Complaints and to note that the Code of
Conduct for Members is to be reviewed at AGMA level by Chief Legal Officers.

Recommendations

1. That the Standards Committee considers the revised Arrangements for dealing
with complaints that Members have failed to comply with the Council’s Code of
Conduct for Members and approves, with or without modifications, the revised
Arrangements set out in Appendix 1.

2. Note that the Code of Conduct for Members is being reviewed at AGMA level by
Chief Legal Officers and endorse the proposal to await the outcome of this review
before considering possible revisions to the Code of Conduct for Members.

Wards Affected: All

Financial Consequences for Revenue Budget

None directly.

Financial Consequences for the Capital Budget

None directly.

Implications for:

Antipoverty Equal Opportunities Environment Employment
No No No No

Contact Officers:

Name: Liz Treacy
Position: City Solicitor
Telephone: 0161 234 3087
E-mail: l.treacy@manchester.gov.uk
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Name: Poornima Karkera
Position: Democratic Services (Legal) Group Manager
Telephone: 0161 234 3719
E-mail: p.karkera@manchester.gov.uk

Background documents (available for public inspection):

Annual Report and Minutes for Standards Committee held on 3 November 2016.
Consultation responses from the Council’s Independent Persons and Independent
Members.

1.0 Background

The Committee’s workplan proposes that the Standards Committee review the
operation of and consider proposed updates or changes to the Member Code of
Conduct and the Member Code of Conduct Arrangements at its March 2017 meeting.

2.0 The Code of Conduct for Members

2.1. The current Code of Conduct was agreed and adopted at Greater Manchester
level and draws heavily on the wording of the model code of conduct which had
been in place prior to the changes to the standards regime introduced by the
Localism Act 2011 ( i.e. prior to the abolition of Standards for England) and which it
was considered was well understood by members at that time. The City Solicitor has
been made aware that the Code is shortly to be discussed by AGMA Chief Legal
Officers and in the circumstances it seems prudent to wait to see what changes
these discussions raise rather than seek to change Manchester's Code of Conduct in
isolation, particularly as the wording in the current code also forms the basis of the
Member Code of Conduct for the GMCA (which as the Committee will be aware
largely comprises the Leaders of the 10 GM Councils).

2.2 Whilst advice is available in relation to members’ interests as members will be
aware the decision to register and or declare an interest is solely the responsibility of
the individual member concerned. Training on member interests is provided as part
of induction training and refresher training has been offered to members via the
Ethical Governance Members’ Update the last edition of which was circulated to all
members as agreed by Standards Committee at its November 2016 meeting.
Members have made entries on the Register of Members’ Interests and interests are
declared by members at meetings. Review of the operation of the code in terms of
complaints received was considered by the Committee at its meeting on 3 November
2016 as part of its annual report.

3.0 The Arrangements

3.1 The current Arrangements have been reviewed by the City Solicitor in the light of
practical use of the document. The main changes proposed are to:
• reorder the paragraphs to group them in a more easy to follow way and to set out

more clearly the individual stages of the complaints procedure.
• simplify and revise the initial assessment section.
• provide clearer information about the role of the Monitoring officer and the

Independent Person.
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• put the information about timescales under one heading and to revise the
timeframe for reaching a decision.

• add a provision about the option to discontinue the process if the Monitoring
Officer considers it appropriate.

• take out references to the old standards regime ( e.g. reference to 'Standards for
England ')

3.2 Views have been sought of the Council’s Independent Persons and the
Independent members of the Standards Committee on the proposed changes and
positive feedback has been received together with a minor suggestion for clarification
purposes. A copy of the revised Arrangements is attached at Appendix 1 to this
report. The views of the Committee are sought regarding the revisions and generally.

4.0 Recommendations

The recommendations are set out at the start of this report.
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MANCHESTER CITY COUNCIL

Arrangements for dealing with complaints that Council Members have
failed to comply with the Council’s Code of Conduct for Members

1. Introduction

1.1 This procedure applies when a complaint is received that a Member, or
Voting Co-opted Member of Manchester City Council or Ringway
Parish Council has or may have failed to comply with the Code of
Conduct for Members (‘the Code’).

1.2 The Code only applies to a Member of Manchester City Council or
Ringway Parish Council when they are acting in the capacity of a
Member of that Council.

1.3 The person making the complaint will be referred to as “the
Complainant” and the person against whom the complaint is made will
be referred to as the “Subject Member”.

1.4 The Monitoring Officer is the officer of the Council who is responsible for
administering the system of complaints about member misconduct and
as part of that role may nominate another officer of suitable experience
and seniority to carry out any of the functions listed in this procedure.

1.5 The Council appoints Independent Persons from outside the Council to
assist the Monitoring Officer and Standards Committee in considering
complaints. Further details about the role of the Independent Persons
are set out in Appendix 1 to these Arrangements.

1.6 No Member or Officer of Manchester City Council or Ringway Parish
Council will participate in any stage of the arrangements if he or she
has, or may have, any conflict of interest in the matter.

2. Making a complaint

2.1 A complaint should be made in writing either by post or e-mail to:
The Monitoring Officer,
Chief Executive’s Department,
Town Hall,
Manchester
M60 2LA or
l.treacy@manchester.gov.uk

2.2 However, an oral complaint will be accepted where the complainant is
unable to write due to a physical or mental disability or there is a
language barrier. Where an oral complaint is received it will be
transcribed and sent to the complainant for their approval.
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2.3 Anonymous complaints will only be accepted in exceptional
circumstances. Further information regarding confidentiality and
anonymous complaints is set out in paragraphs 2.7 to 2.9 and 2.12 to
2.14 below.

2.4 A complaint must provide substantiated information and should outline
what form of resolution the Complainant is seeking. Further information
regarding the range of sanctions available is set out in paragraph 9
below. Complainants will be encouraged to submit their complaint
using the Council’s Member Complaints Form. However other written
complaints will be accepted so long as they contain all relevant
information.

2.5 If the complaint identifies criminal conduct or breach of other regulations
by any person, the Monitoring Officer is authorised to report this to the
Police or other prosecuting or regulatory authority, in addition to any
action taken pursuant to the Code. In the case of alleged criminal
conduct the complaint may be held in abeyance pending the outcome
of any criminal investigation.

2.6 Confidentiality

2.7 If a Complainant wishes their identity to be withheld, they should state
this and provide full reasons why they believe their request is justified
when submitting the complaint. Any request for confidentiality will be
considered by the Monitoring Officer at the initial assessment stage of
these Arrangements. In reaching his/her decision the Monitoring Officer
may also consult with the Council’s Independent Person.

2.8 As a matter of fairness and natural justice the Subject Member will
usually be told who has complained about them and receive details of
the complaint. However, in exceptional circumstances, the Monitoring
Officer may withhold the Complainant’s identity if they are satisfied that
the Complainant has reasonable grounds for believing that they or any
witness relevant to the complaint may be at risk of physical harm, or his
or her employment may be jeopardised if their identity is disclosed, or
where there are medical risks (supported by medical evidence)
associated with the Complainant’s identity being disclosed.

2.9 If the Monitoring Officer decides to refuse a request by a Complainant
for confidentiality, they will offer the Complainant the option to withdraw
the complaint, rather than proceed with his or her identity being
disclosed. The Monitoring Officer will balance whether the public
interest in taking action on a complaint will outweigh the Complainant’s
wish to have his or her identity withheld from the Subject Member.

2.10 Discontinuance of Complaints by Monitoring Officer
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The Monitoring Officer may discontinue a complaint if they consider it
appropriate to do so where the Subject Member ceases to be a
Member of Manchester City Council or Ringway Parish Council .

2.11 Where a complaint is discontinued the Monitoring Officer will write to
the Complainant setting out the reasons for their decision.

2.12 Anonymous complaints

2.13 If an anonymous complaint is received it will be considered by the
Monitoring Officer at the initial assessment stage of these
Arrangements. In reaching his/her decision the Monitoring Officer may
also consult with the Council’s Independent Person.

2.14 The principles of fairness and natural justice referred to in paragraph
2.8 will also be applied to anonymous complaints and such complaints
will only be accepted if they include documentary or photographic
evidence indicating an exceptionally serious or significant matter.

2.15 Timeframes

The Monitoring Officer will acknowledge receipt of the complaint within
10 working days of all required information being provided. The
complainant will be given details about how the complaint will be dealt
with and provided with a copy of these Arrangements. At the same
time, the Monitoring Officer will write to the Subject Member (and in the
case of a complaint about Ringway Parish Council Member to the Clerk
of the Parish Council) with a copy of the complaint and the name of the
complainant, (if anonymity has not been requested and accepted as
valid by the Monitoring Officer).

2.16 The Subject Member may, within 10 working days of being provided with
a copy of the complaint, make written representations to the Monitoring
Officer which must be taken into account when deciding how the
complaint should be dealt with. Representations received after this
time may be taken into account at the discretion of the Monitoring
Officer, but will in any event not be considered after the Monitoring
Officer has issued the initial assessment of the complaint.

2.17 A decision regarding whether the complaint merits formal investigation
or another course of action will normally be taken within 20 working
days of either receipt of representations from the Subject Member or
where no representations are submitted 20 working days of the expiry
of the period mentioned in paragraph 2.16 above.

2.18 The Complainant and the Subject Member will be informed should there
be a delay in completing any stage of the process.
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3. Stage 1 – Procedure for Initial Assessment of Complaint

3.1The complaint will be automatically rejected if:

• The complaint is not against one or more named Member of
Manchester City Council or Ringway Parish Council; or

• The complaint is against a current Member of Manchester City
Council or Ringway Parish Council but the Subject Member was not
acting in their capacity as a Member of that Council at the time of
the alleged failure to comply with the Code.

Where a complaint is rejected on any of the above grounds the Monitoring
Officer will write to the Complainant explaining why their complaint cannot be
dealt with under this procedure.

3.2 The Monitoring Officer may request further information from either the
Complainant, the Subject Member or any other persons the Monitoring
Officer considers appropriate before reaching a decision.

3.3 The Monitoring Officer will consider the complaint and, consult with the
Council’s Independent Person before reaching a decision (initial
assessment) as to whether the complaint merits investigation, or
another course of action. Where the complaint relates to a Ringway
Parish Member, the Monitoring Officer may also seek the views of the
Clerk of Ringway Parish Council before deciding whether the complaint
merits formal investigation or other action.

3.4 If the complaint has not been rejected on either of the grounds in 3.1
the Monitoring Officer will then go on to apply the following criteria in
deciding whether a complaint should be accepted for investigation,
dealt with informally, or rejected:
• Whether a substantially similar allegation has previously been

made by the Complainant to the Monitoring Officer (unless
sufficient new evidence is provided), or the complaint has been
the subject of an investigation by another regulatory authority;

• Whether the complaint is about something that happened so
long ago that those involved are unlikely to remember it clearly
enough to provide credible evidence, or where the lapse of time
means there would be little benefit or point in taking action now;

• Whether the allegation is anonymous (subject to paragraph 2.12
to 2.14 above);

• Whether the allegation discloses a potential breach of the Code
of Conduct, but the complaint is not serious enough to merit any
action and
i. The resources needed to investigate and determine the

complaint are wholly disproportionate to the allegations or
ii. Whether in all the circumstances there is no overriding public

benefit in carrying out an investigation.
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• Whether the complaint appears to be malicious, vexatious,
politically motivated or tit for tat;

• Whether the complaint suggests that there is a wider problem
throughout the Authority;

3.5 After consulting with the Independent Person the Monitoring Officer will
then give his/her decision on how the complaint will be dealt with. The
Monitoring Officer may in exceptional circumstances refer the question
of how to proceed to a Sub-Committee of the Standards Committee.

3.6 If the Monitoring Officer decides that no further action is appropriate a
decision notice will be sent to the Complainant and the Subject
Member. The decision notice will summarise the allegation, give the
decision of the Monitoring Officer and the reasons for their decision.

4. Stage 2 - Informal Resolution

4.1. In appropriate cases, the Monitoring Officer may seek to resolve the
complaint informally, without the need for a formal investigation
Informal resolution may be appropriate for example:-

• Where it is apparent that the Subject Member is relatively
inexperienced as a Member or has admitted making an error and
the matter would not warrant a more serious sanction.

• Where training or conciliation would be a more appropriate
response.

4.2 Types of informal resolution might include:
• An explanation by the Subject Member of the circumstances

surrounding the complaint;
• An apology from the Subject Member;
• An agreement from the Subject Member to attend relevant training

or to take part in a mentoring process;
• Offering to engage in a process of mediation or conciliation

between the subject Member and the Complainant; or
• Any other action capable of resolving the complaint.

4.3 Where the Monitoring Officer seeks to resolve the complaint informally
he or she will provide the Subject Member with a reasonable timescale
within which to attempt to resolve the complaint (usually this will be 20
working days) and provide the Subject Member with the contact details
for the Independent Person who will be available to the Subject
Member to give them advice on the severity of the complaint and what
form of resolution they would consider appropriate. Providing such
guidance will not prevent the Independent Person from giving a view to
the Standards Hearing Panel..

4.4 Before deciding upon a course of action the Subject Member may seek
guidance from a Group Whip, Leader of the Group, the Independent
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Person, and/or the Monitoring Officer. The Monitoring officer may also
seek the Complainant’s views to ascertain what form of informal
resolution they would find acceptable, particularly if the form of
resolution they have specified in their complaint is not possible.

4.5 At the end of the 20 working day period referred to at paragraph 4.3
above the Monitoring Officer will, in consultation with the Council’s
Independent Person, seek to establish whether the Subject Member
has resolved the complaint to the Complainant’s satisfaction.

4.6 Where it has been possible to agree a form of resolution between the
Subject Member and the Complainant there will be no further action
taken in respect of the complaint and the Monitoring Officer will notify
both the Complainant and the Subject Member of this decision.

4.7 Where it has not been possible to agree a form of resolution between
the Subject Member and the Complainant, the Monitoring Officer will
decide if the complaint merits formal investigation.

4.8 Where the Subject Member makes a reasonable offer of local resolution,
but it is rejected by the Complainant, the Monitoring Officer will take
account of this in his or her decision.

5. Stage 3 – Formal Investigation

5.1 Where the Monitoring Officer decides a complaint merits investigation
he/she will appoint an Investigating Officer who may be a Council
officer, an officer from another Council, or an external investigator.

5.2 The Investigating Officer will follow guidance issued by the Monitoring
Officer on the investigation of complaints. The guidance will follow the
principles of proportionality and the cost effective use of Council
resources and shall be interpreted in line with these principles. The
Investigating Officer should aim to complete their investigation within 3
months of their appointment.

5.3 At the end of their investigation, the Investigating Officer may produce
a draft report and send copies to the Complainant and Subject Member
for comments on matters of fact. The Investigating Officer will take any
such comments received during a period to be specified by the
Investigating Officer into account before issuing their final report to the
Monitoring Officer

6. Investigating Officer finding of no failure to comply with the Code
of Conduct

6.1 Where the Investigating Officer’s report finds that the Subject Member
has not failed to comply with the Code of Conduct, the Monitoring
Officer, in consultation with the Independent Person, will review the
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Investigating Officer’s report and if satisfied, will confirm the finding of
no failure to comply with the Code of Conduct.

6.2 The Monitoring Officer will write to the Complainant and the Subject
Member (and to the Clerk of Ringway Parish Council, where the
complaint relates to a Ringway Parish Member), with a copy of the
decision and the Investigating Officer’s report.

6.3 If the Monitoring Officer is not satisfied that the investigation has been
conducted thoroughly, the Investigating Officer may be asked to
reconsider the report and the conclusions.

7 Investigating Officer finding of sufficient evidence of failure to
comply with the Code of Conduct.

Where the Investigating Officer’s report finds that the Subject Member
has failed to comply with the Code of Conduct, the Monitoring Officer
will review the Investigating Officer’s report and will then having
consulted the Independent Person either send the matter for hearing
before the Hearing Panel or seek informal resolution in accordance
with paragraph 7.1 below .

7.1. Informal Resolution

If the Monitoring Officer believes that the matter can reasonably be
resolved without the need for a hearing, for example because informal
resolution has not yet been considered, they will consult with the
Independent Person and the Complainant and seek to agree a fair
resolution. The types of resolution available are as set out in paragraph
4.2 of these Arrangements. If the Subject Member and the
Complainant accept the suggested resolution, the Monitoring Officer
will report the outcome to the Standards Committee and the Clerk to
Ringway Parish Council (if appropriate) for information, but will take no
further action. If the Complainant or the Subject Member refuses
informal resolution in principle or to engage with the agreed outcome,
the Monitoring Officer will refer the matter for a hearing without further
reference to the Complainant or the Subject Member.

8. Stage 4 - Hearing

Where, in the opinion of the Monitoring Officer, informal resolution is
not appropriate or the Complainant and/or Subject Member refuses to
accept informal resolution, then the Monitoring Officer will report the
Investigating Officer’s findings to a Hearing Panel (constituted as
detailed in paragraph 8.1 below) which will conduct a hearing before
deciding whether the Member has failed to comply with a Code of
Conduct and, if so, what action (if any) to take in respect of the
Member.

8.1 Constitution of the Hearing Panel
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The Hearing Panel is a sub-committee of the Council’s Standards
Committee. It will comprise of at least one of the independent
Members co-opted to the Standards Committee and three elected
Members of the Standards Committee of whom one should be a
Member of the largest minority political group (if any). Where the
complaint is about a Ringway Parish Council Member, the Hearing
Panel will also include the Ringway Parish Council Member co-opted to
the Standards Committee. The Independent Person will be invited to
attend all meetings of the Hearing Panel and their views must be
sought and if such views are provided taken into consideration before
the Hearing Panel takes any decision on whether the Subject
Member’s conduct constitutes a failure to comply with the Code of
Conduct and as to any action to be taken following a finding of failure
to comply with the Code of Conduct.

9. Action available to the Hearing Panel

Where a Hearing Panel finds that a Subject Member has failed to
comply with the Code, it will –
• Publish its findings in respect of the Subject Member’s conduct;
And it may -
• Report its findings to Council (or to Ringway Parish Council) for

information;
• Recommend to Council that the Member be censured;
• Recommend to the Subject Member's group leader (or in the

case of ungrouped members recommend to Council) that he/she
be removed from any or all committees or sub committees of the
Council;

• Recommend to the Leader of the Council that the Subject
Member be removed from the Executive, or removed from their
portfolio responsibilities;

• Instruct the Monitoring Officer (or recommend to Ringway Parish
Council) to arrange training for the Member;

• Recommend to Council (or recommend to Ringway Parish
Council) that the Subject Member be removed from all outside
appointments to which they have been appointed or nominated
by the Council (or by Ringway Parish Council);

• Withdraw (or recommend to Ringway Parish Council that it
withdraws) facilities provided to the Subject Member by the
Council such as a computer, website and/or e-mail and internet
access; or

• Place such restrictions on the Subject Member's access to staff,
buildings or parts of buildings which may be reasonable in the
circumstances.

10. Appeals

There is no right of appeal against the substantive decision of the
Monitoring Officer or of the Hearing Panel.
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11. Withdrawal of a Complaint

In the event that a Complainant withdraws a complaint at any time prior
to a decision having been made by a Hearing Panel, the Monitoring
Officer may, following consultation with the Independent Person,
decide that no further steps be taken in respect of that complaint. In
taking such a decision the Monitoring Officer will take into account
whether there has been any intimidation or attempt to intimidate any
person who is or is likely to be:

• a complainant,
• a witness, or
• involved in the administration of any investigation or

proceedings,
in relation to the allegation that the Subject Member has failed to
comply with the Council’s Code.

12 Revision of these Arrangements

The Monitoring Officer may review these Arrangements. Any revisions
arising out of such a review will be reported to the Council’s Standards
Committee.
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APPENDIX 1

The Independent Person

1. The role of the Independent Person is set out in Section 28 of the Localism
Act 2011.

2. As part of its arrangements under which decisions on allegations can be
made, each principal authority must appoint at least one Independent Person.
The Independent Person’s views must be sought, and taken into account, by
the authority before it makes its decision on an allegation that it has decided
to investigate.

3. The authority may also seek the Independent Person’s views on an
allegation that it has not decided to investigate. However, there is no
requirement for the authority to do so, or to take those views into account.

4. A member or co-opted member of the authority (or of a parish council in the
area) may seek the independent person’s views on an allegation made
against them.

5. The Independent Person must be a person who has applied for the post
following advertisement of a vacancy for the post, and appointed by a positive
vote from a majority of all the Members of the Council at a meeting of the full
Council.

6. A person is not eligible for appointment if they:
• are, a Member, co-opted Member or officer of the Council;
• have within the past five years been a Member, co-opted

Member or officer of Manchester City Council,
• are, or have been within the past five years, a Member or co-

opted Member or officer of Ringway Parish Council; or
• are a relative or close friend of a person within the bullet points

above.

7. For the purpose of paragraph 6 above, “relative” means:
• Spouse or civil partner;
• Living with the other person as husband and wife or as if they

were civil Partners;
• Grandparents of the other person;
• A lineal descendant of a grandparent of the other person;
• A parent, sibling or child of the person within the above bullet

points;
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• A spouse or civil partner of a person within the above bullet
points; or

• Living with a person within the above bullet points as husband
and wife or as if they were civil partners.
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